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Sister Fidelia, SPC, CCM students Megan Quinn, Erica
Chartier and Lauren Verba with the Valenzuela girls.

Know of my prayers; please pray for us! God Bless,

It is so refreshing to have full-steam-ahead outreach this semester! Not only has
NMU’s campus opened up again, but having the team of four FOCUS missionaries
is making a huge impact in invitations to both Catholics and non-Catholics alike!
We have gone on hikes, played games like “Ultimate Frisbee” and “Spike Ball” on
campus, and have had so many good encounters with students.  Recently, we have
also begun 9-10 Bible Studies, and we have 4 students in R.C.I.A!  Praise God!

Adding to the mix, Sr. Fidelia Villa, SPC, has joined our team here at CCM.  While it was hard to say goodbye to Sr.
Delfina (she was called by her community to go back overseas), Sr. Fidelia has jumped right in!  She has already spent
many hours conversing with students, both at the CCM Center and on campus during various events.  We are glad to
have her on board!

Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,

 

Thanks to your generous support, we shattered our original $12,000 goal for our Miles for Ministry Appeal: $24,834! 
 Thank You!!!  This means that CCM is able to completely cover our costs to have Sr. Fidelia here on staff for the whole
year.  We are also able to cover all of our “nuts-and-bolts” utility and custodial bills for the year, as well as purchase
snacks and meals for our students (in the first four weeks of the semester, we served about 11-12 meals to various
gatherings of students).

To add to that, every dollar above the $20,000 will be put toward our FOCUS Matching Challenge from Bishop John. 
 This puts us at about 55% of our goal to fund our initial four years of FOCUS Missionaries!  Having seen their good
work this fall, I can honestly say that it is worth every penny to have them on campus and investing in our students.
I hope to keep them here indefinitely!

Total Raised: $24,834

New Donors: 80+
Alumni Donors: 25

Total Donors: 184

Fr Dustin driving around
campus in his "PopeMobile"

Parent Donors of 
Current students:13

Fr. Dustin Larson



"CCM was the backbone of our college experience at NMU-
something we thank God for often!" Because of their life-
forming experience at CCM, Andrew ('00 & '02) and Stephanie
Grosvenor ('03) are committed monthly supporters of the
ministry.  "Looking back, the opportunities that CCM offered us
really were the fertile ground for a lifetime of faith and
relationship with Christ. Involvement at CCM kept our faith
strong during a time when there are so many distractions pulling
you away from your ultimate purpose (holiness). 

Donor Highlight
CCM Provided Fertile Ground for Faith

"The opportunities that CCM offered us really were the fertile
ground for a lifetime of faith and relationship with Christ."

For us, CCM was the place where you could play racquetball
with a nun, get tackled by Fr. Larry playing football in the snow
at Marygrove, and learn about tradition with little ‘t’ and capital
“T” with (now) Archbishop Alexander Sample. CCM was where
I could go when I struggled with the issues being discussed in my
philosophy class and get a Thomistic perspective from Kim
Dolan, and have Fr. Jamie show off his mad culinary skills after
Sunday night Mass. CCM was where I made many lifetime
friends- and through them got to experience things like going to
daily Mass.  Most importantly, it was the place where I met my
husband; 19 years and 5 children later, we continue to contribute
to CCM because we want these life-changing experiences to be
available for the next generation of college students!"



NEW STUDENT PERSPECTIVE

Through the friendship she built with the missionary and other CCM
students she started getting involved. "I try to do everything!! Bible study
is something I'm always going to make time for (and Sunday Mass
obviously!) I never want to miss Thursday Adoration and Mass. I like
these people and I want to spend time with them. I've already made some
really good friendships here and every day I pray 'Lord help me grow
deeper in my friendships with these people.' " (quote continued below)

Annie Fisher

"Seeing people authentically live their faith every single 
day is inspiring and makes me want to dive even deeper. 
It's never ending.  It's like falling in love with God again." 

Having grown up in a family of faith, when Annie went first to
community college she wanted to grow deeper.  She was disappointed to
find little Catholic community and no campus ministry where she was.
While working at a state park during the summer, two of her co-workers
were CCM students.  After having heard their experience she decided to
check it out when she eventually transferred to Northern this fall.

While attending the 7PM Mass she prayed, "Lord, give me the bravery
to talk to someone."  After Mass she was introduced to a FOCUS
missionary by the lady sitting behind her (who happened to be Kendra,
a.k.a. the CCM "College Mom").

Reid heard about CCM because “my mom signed me up” and
figured he had nothing to lose and would just “see how it goes.”
He didn’t have high expectations, but quickly found himself
blown away by what he found. Coming from a 2-3 person youth
group at home, Reid describes CCM as a “family culture” where
everyone is “working together to succeed.”  Between the mix of
basketball, singing praise songs, hanging out and socializing in
the main CCM Center, and intentional prayer time together, Reid
has found a Catholic community that not only has fun, but is
helping him to grow in his faith.

Reid Keyon

Without CCM, Reid believes that his faith would have simply
plateaued at some point and stopped growing, but he has already
experienced much more growth than he thought possible.  Thank
you for helping Reid, Annie, and many others through your
prayers and support!

Going Deeper

Support Campus Ministry Today! nmucatholic.org/donate


